Hypothesis Creation, Modification & Testing
A Case Study
A number of hypothesis have developed over the years concerning the Superstition Tablets since
they were first found in 1949. Since the Tablets apparently contain a number of unrelated
symbols and some Spanish words and sentences, the development of a plausible explanation
based upon the limited evidence as a starting point for further investigation or a “hypothesis” is
an appropriate beginning in trying to understand the Tablets, if indeed, they have any logical
meaning which is possible of decipherment. While the development of a hypothesis is relatively
easy, the testing and validating of a hypothesis can often be a daunting task and sometimes
impossible for a number of reasons. Some of these reasons are:
(1) The object one is studying could be a hoax and have no meaning at all.
(2) The provenance of the object could be in doubt.
(3) The subject matter of the object may not be known or one’s knowledge of the subject is
limited.
(4) There may be a level of encoding known only to the creator of the object.
(5) The object may be only a part of a larger object or the object has deteriorated.
(6) Part of the object’s information is being withheld.
(7) A number of competing hypothesis may confuse the issue.
(8) The corpus of examples may be small to the extent of only one known example.
However, one might ask “how does a particular hypothesis develop and change over time as
more information about the object is obtained or one’s opinion about the available information
changes”? This question is the subject of this essay and it will follow the development of a
particular hypothesis concerning the Superstition Tablets from its initial inception to it’s present
form in 2014. The hypothesis, described in my essay “The Superstition Tablets, Window To
Lost Treasures”, has been labeled “The Robinson/Reyes Theory of the Superstition Tablets” and
while the term “theory” has been used, this is certainly incorrect using the strictest meaning of
the word; however, it was used in the present day usage sense where one typically says
something like “I have a theory of what happened to the Malaysia Airlines flight 370 – followed
by some explanation” and not in the Scientific usage sense where it describes a general principle
or law independent of the thing to be explained. While the hypothesis may someday evolve into
a true theory, that is irrelevant to the discussion at hand.
So what were the stages which the “Robinson/Reyes Theory of the Superstition Tablets” went
through? The following discusses these stages; however, some of what follows is from recall as
originally I had no idea that I would be involved in the develop of the hypothesis or spend as
much time and effort on this project. Because of this much of the data and information has been
undocumented or poorly documented excluding the possibility of independent verification - a
hallmark of a well developed hypothesis.
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Stage 1 - 1977 - an opinion:
The first stage was the formation of an opinion about the Superstition Tablets. This opinion was
derived in 1977 and was that the Tablets were some kind of hoax. In 1977, I had written a book
about the Lost Dutchman mine and because there was a small article about the book in a local
newspaper I was contacted by Steve Maider, a geologist, who apparently had a lifelong interest
in the phenomena of the Lost Dutchman. I met with the gentleman and during the meeting he
showed me his work in researching something called the Superstition Tablets. I had never heard
of them at the time and Steve was to refer me to the book "Superstition Treasures" by Travis
Marlowe (which was later revealed not to be his real name). This book was published in 1965
and was the first book written on the subject of the Superstition Tablets. I soon purchased a copy
of the book and read it. The book gives a description of the Tablets, how they were found and
Travis Marlowe's interpretation of the meaning of the tablets.
Mostly because of my interpretation of Travis Marlowe’s faulty logic and his withholding of
what seemed “critical” information (although I did not fault him for this aspect), I drew the
conclusion that the Superstition Tablets were probably some type of hoax. In hindsight, my
opinion was formed based upon the quality of Marlowe’s information not on the quality of the
information on the Tablets!
One of the major points made by Marlowe which seemed to contain faulty logic was his
interpretation of the meaning of the “priest” on the following Tablet:

Figure 1 Priest on tablet
Mr. Marlowe had found a natural stone structure in the Superstition Mountain which had a close
resemblance to the carved figure; however, he could not point out any directional information on
the Tablets which would have told him to go to that specific observational location or what to do
once one got there. In addition, his presentation never could show that the Superstition Mountain
was related to the Tablets except for the fact that the Tablets were supposedly found in Queens
Creek just outside the mountain.
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Another point of contention involved the “Heart” stone shown below:

Figure 2 Both sides of Heart stone
While there is carving on both sides of the Heart, Mr. Marlowe only showed the side with the six
zeros inserted into the heart cavity on a larger Tablet and stated the side not shown was not
important and noted that when inserted as shown the “1" carved on the larger Tablet plus the six
zeros formed the number 1,000,000 and he used this information to indicate the size or value of
the hidden treasure!
An interesting point that I realized while writing this essay is that Steve Maider must not have
had the information about the other side of the Heart stone available to him as he made no use of
it in his hypothesis. In fact, the major point of his interpretation involved the larger Tablet with
the Heart removed. When the Heart stone is removed, there is a 1847 carved in the cavity and
Steve felt that the cavity represented the Superstition Mountain and that one of the circles of the
8 represented Weavers Needle and that the 4 represented Black Top Mesa. A conclusion - 12
years later - the “Robinson/Reyes Theory of the Superstition Tablets” was also to make.
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Stage 2 - 1977 - 1985 - doubt stage:
While my 1977 opinion of the Superstition Tablets was that they were some kind of hoax, there
must have been some doubt in my mind because I would periodically re-read the book
"Superstition Treasures" by Travis Marlowe or find some other book which had some
information about the Tablets such as Ester Conatser’s book “the Sterling Legend” and would
come to the same conclusion. In retrospect, I now believe that the source of this doubt was the
result of Steve Maider’s passion for the subject which I did not understand (Steve Maider passed
away shortly after our meetings and I did not have a chance to explore his convictions).
However, in 1985 while traveling through Yuma Arizona I happen to buy a book (more like a
pamphlet) called "This Trail was Dangerous" by R.C. Crossland (1984, Sun Graphs). As with
most books on the subject, this book contained Mr. Crossland's interpretation of the Tablets. Mr.
Crossland's interpretation was impossible for me to follow; however, his book did contain two
items which were to change my opinion of the Tablets.
The first item which I found of interest in Mr. Crossland's book was Mr. Crossland's insight that
the author of the stone tablets had taken great care in creating the stone tablets as was testified by
the quality of the carvings. I had never seen the Tablets and I had never perceived this point from
the photographs in Travis Marlowe's book. The carvings on the tablets go as deep, in some
instances, as much as 1/4 of an inch and excellent carving techniques were used to create smooth
artistically flowing lines in the hard surface of the stones.
Up to the time of reading Mr. Crossland's book, no book I had read ever included what turned out
to be the front face of the heart stone which brings me to the second item of interest in Mr.
Crossland's book. He included a sketch of the previously unseen side of the heart stone. When I
saw the drawing in Mr. Crossland's book of the heart stone inserted into the cavity of the larger
rectangular stone with it's front side forward, I immediately recognized the geographical area
which the map portrayed. This geographical area was the Superstition Mountain. It was at that
moment that an opinion changed to a hypothesis!
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The rudimentary hypothesis which was formulated involved only the Tablets which I have called
the THREE stone, the CAVITY stone and the HEART stone in my research work and shown
below with the CAVITY stone above the THREE stone and where the doted line from the
THREE stone lines up with the doted line on the CAVITY stone forming what appears to be a
logical continuation:

Figure 4 Combined map CAVITY+HEART & THREE
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The logic of this initial hypothesis went basically like this:
(1) Assume that the HEART stone represents part or all of the Superstition Mountain.
(2) Assume that the CAVITY and THREE stone form a map which has a relatively high level of
accuracy.
(3) If (1) and (2) are true then the Salt River just north of the Superstition Mountain and Gila
River about twenty miles south of the Superstition Mountain can be identified as shown in the
following figure:

Figure 5 Initial hypothesis
After a hypothesis has been postulated - the easy part, then comes the hard part - hypothesis
testing!
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Stage 3 - 1986 - 1987 - Initial hypothesis testing:
Where does one start? At about this time my long time friends geologist Hector Reyes and Bill
Steila began to collaborate on the project. There were several drawbacks to our collaborative
efforts. First we had full time jobs and second the area of focus was in Arizona a distance of about
four hundred miles away (we lived in Orange County, California) which hindered our field work.
I felt that a good place to start would be the Gila river and made an educated guess that the donut
shaped symbol shown in the next figure was South Butte just east of Florence Arizona.

Figure 6 symbol assumed to be South Butte
Surprisingly, according to the Topographical map of the area, the course the Gila River followed
eastward from Florence and past South Butte exactly matched the carved line which we postulated
as the Gila River! However, what about all the other symbols on the Tablet? There are over
twenty-five symbols on the THREE stone alone!

Figure 7 THREE stone with over 25 symbols
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At this point, we decided to focus on the line with the periodic dots which we assumed was a trail
with the dots representing distance along the trail and also the highlighted symbol in the following
figure which we were thinking was the shape of the north bank of the Gila River.

Figure 8 Next focal areas
In addition, realizing the poor quality of our information, I decided to go to the Mesa Museum
which housed the original tablets and have a photographer (Don Stillman of Florence) take some
pictures of them. At the time of taking the photographs, I was able to persuade the owner of the
Tablets to allow me to have molds made of the Superstition Tablets so that I could have exact
copies produced. My reasoning about having copies made was that I felt that if someone was ever
going to solve them that it would be almost impossible without an exact copy. The agreement
was signed on July 28, 1987.
During this phase two major breakthroughs occurred. I don’t recall which happened first so I’ll
just describe one and then the other.
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First, breakthrough #1. Irene (my wife) and I made a field trip to Arizona to partially follow the
road which presently exist a little west of South Butte on the north side of the Gila River to a
spring which is about 4.3 miles up the road and which was postulated to be the X in the following
figure:

Figure 9 possible water symbol.
However, once we got there, we were in for a pleasant surprise! Another symbol on the tablet
apparently could be seen from that location as shown in the following figure:

Figure 10 Mineral Mountain as seen from Spring.
The trip achieved it’s goal and on the way back home we decided to stop at the Casa Grande Ruins
National Monument as we had never seen it. At the time of the visit, I failed to notice the similarity of
the floor plan of the Casa Grande to one of the symbols on the tablet; however, on leaving the
Monument I did notice a butte (Walker Butte) which might be one of the symbols on the tablet. Bill
Steila and I, on a later field trip, were to affirm my initial observation and also correlate that the floor
plan of the Casa Grande Ruin did match one of the symbols. Bill Steila also observed that the symbol
we had come to see not only represented Walker Butte but that it also represented alignment
information which would lead to the isolation of a buried object at the Casa Grande Ruins - but more
about that in the next stage. The importance of this find was that it would lead to the conclusion that
there were three distinct but interconnected maps on the THREE tablet which ultimately led to the
identification of all the symbols on the tablet.
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Second, breakthrough #2. A typical process which Hector, Bill and I followed in our collaboration
was that Bill and myself would perform some field work regarding a specific symbol, which at this time
focused only on the THREE stone, take some pictures and then met at Hector’s house to discuss and
review the data. We would lay out our topographical maps on the floor in his living room and pour over
them and the pictures. It was during one of these sessions that Hector made what I call a “magic
moment comment”. It was during our early stage investigation where we were focusing on the Gila
River portion of the THREE stone when, looking at a larger topographical map of Arizona, Hector
made the comment “Look at this! If you extend the Gila River to where it intersects the San Pedro
River you can form the head of the horse.” With that said, Hector took his marking pen and followed
the Gila River until it intersected the San Pedro River and then outlined the head of the horse following
features at the intersection.

Figure 11 Hector’s drawing.
I felt a shutter as the comment sank in! The hypothesis testing which followed to substantiate this
observation led to an extremely robust hypothesis which totally integrated the Tablets. This integration
showed how the information on the Tablets was accurate enough that the Tablets could be given to
someone anywhere in the world and that there was enough directional information on the Tablets to
find the areas indicated.
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During this stage, I purchased a book “The Rocks Begin To Speak” by LaVan Martineau (KC
Publications, 1987 edition). The subject of the book was Mr. Martineau’s almost twenty year research
of Indian petroglyphs or what he called “Indian rock writings” - a ground-breaking book in my opinion.
He collected sketches, photographs and site maps of panels located throughout the United States,
Mexico, and Canada. He recorded and mapped hundreds of sites himself. Among his research finding
were (1) that some of the symbols gave directional information, (2) the drawings include the concept of
rock incorporation which is the using of features of the rock (cracks, edges, etc.) to convey information,
and (3) there was no standard orientation - even within one panel -in reading the symbols. Sometimes it
was left to right or right to left or some other orientation. He noted that in most cases it was not enough
to photograph a petroglyph but one had to know the physical situation (e.g. the rock incorporation, etc.)
of the petroglyph to understand it’s specific meaning. While this book did not itself provide a
breakthrough, it did help us in understanding the Tablets as some of the features Mr Martineau
describes were incorporated into them.
An example of the insight provided was on the HORSE stone where two of the symbols (both assumed
to be rivers) are carved over the edge of the tablet shown in the next figure:

Figure 12 Edge drawing.
We interpreted this feature to be an example of “rock incorporation” and that the Author's intent in this
case is to inform the reader that the large side of the stone is to always be considered WEST no matter
which way the stone is turned. Following this logic we were able to understand the other side of the
stone where compass directions are apparently missing because we knew what direction was WEST.
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A second example demonstrating both directional information and reading orientation changing within
a total pictograph frame is shown in the following figure:

Figure 13 Distances defined on THREE Stone
In this case, we believe that the “equation” symbols are read right to left and say “go 7 leagues and
cross a river (the =)(the Santa Cruz) then go 18 leagues to Casa Grande and then turn (-) toward South
Butte and then go 3 leagues to the Gila River (=) and continue 2 leagues to the trail”. However, in
writing this essay and reviewing Father Garces’s description of his traveling in 1775 from Tucson to
Casa Grande giving the distances traveled each day, it is possible that the “=” does not indicate a river
and that the directions could be read “from Tucson go 18 leagues north to the Papagos rancheria of
“Quitoac” near today’s Picacho Peak (Indian Tacca), then go northwest 7 leagues to Casa Grande”.
The 7 plus 18 (25) is the distance derived in leagues from Tucson to Casa Grande as recorded by Father
Garces in his 1777 notes as he traveled from Tucson (October 26, 1775) to Casa Grande (then called
the House of Moctezuma) (reference “A record of Travels in Arizona and California. 1775-1776, Fr.
Francisco Garces” A new Translation Edited by John Galvin 1965). The 3 plus 2 (5) leagues are our
estimated distance from Casa Grande to the present road west of South Butte. Just a quick note, this
directional information is also given (according to our “mature” hypothesis) on the PRIEST stone but
that information does not include the distance data; however, it more clearly points out the starting
location as Tucson.
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Stage 4 - 1988 - Present: Major hypothesis modification, testing and retesting:
From the above, it is plain that some major modifications are required to the presently derived
hypothesis! But isn’t that the point of hypothesis testing? Since there was two major upheavals to the
hypothesis at about the same time, both were pursued in parallel. So what do we have? Below is the
outline of the basic sequence of events but for more specific details refer to the essay “The Superstition
Tablets, Window To Lost Treasures” and the other essays detailing with the complete description.
First, there is now the conclusion that all the symbols on the THREE stone do not relate to one specific
geographic location but to at least two locations. The major steps taken to resolve this were:
(1) A permit was received from the National Park Service (NPS) to study the alignment question raised
by the symbol
to the north of Casa Grande.
.

(2) A surveying company was enlisted to define what was the possible extent of the alignment
directions. A square area of 400x400 feet about one quarter mile east of the Casa Grande Ruins was
defined.
(3) A visual inspection was made of the area but nothing obvious was found.
(4) Assuming that if something was buried somewhere within the defined area in the past and that it
was probably removed, Dr. Ben K. Sternberg of the University of Arizona Department of Mining and
Geological Engineering was consulted and he suggested performing a Ground Penetrating Radar
(GPR) study of the area as this technique would be capable of recognizing a location where the soil had
been disturbed, The GPR study was performed in December 1988. These results were inconclusive but
did indicate three locations where the soil had possibly been disturbed.
(5) I got an Infrared photograph from the Department of the Interior EROS Data Center of the Casa
Grande area and noted a infrared anomaly at one the locations showing some disturbance in the GPR
study.
(6) Because of the inconclusive results and the infrared information, a second GPR was performed June
1989 with more sophisticated equipment. This study closely examined a 20 foot by 20 foot area at the
anomaly which located a non-natural partially metallic object at about six feet below the ground.
(7) At this point, hypothesis testing would suggest an examination of the buried object to determine if
there was an association between the hypothesis and the buried object. I hired a archeologist from a list
of archeologists qualified to work at the Casa Grande Ruins supplied by the NPS and they submitted a
proposal to have the object examined.
(8) However, after proposal review and submission of a new proposal several times and six years of
effort and negotiation, the NPS could not be convinced to allow such an examination. While I suppose I
always expected this result, I felt I needed to make the effort to convince the NPS of the possible
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historical value of the buried object (my personal opinion at the time was that it was some documents
from the Tucson Presidio, missing after the Mexican-American war of 1846-1848, which have never
been located) . While the NPS should be commended for their due-diligence and concerns, that does
not make the disappointment any less.
(9) From the above study and isolation of a buried object, a better hypothesis was developed concerning
the alignment directions where it was possible to show that one could get to the location to within a
matter of feet with the given directions.
(10) From this effort we were able to show that there were three separate but interconnected maps on
the THREE tablet and to further explore those areas and isolate the symbols.
Now for Hector’s bombshell! The major steps taken to resolve this were:
(1) With a further study of the “head” outline, it was possible to extend Hector’s logic and from the
outline of most of the horse’s body following the Gila River for the back and assuming that a road
similar to the present day Highway 10 existed which made the stomach of the horse.
(2) While drawing a horse outline on a map, I noticed how the San Pedro River had the same shape as
the back of the “priest” on the PRIEST stone which is the reverse side of the HORSE stone. I then
speculated about the possibility of the “priest” actually being a map!
(3) To test this hypothesis I made a number of horizontal and vertical measurements on both the
PRIEST and HORSE stones of locations which we had made assumptions about. On the HORSE
stone the measurements included, the Salt River, the Gila River, Weavers Needle, Mount Triplet, the
nose of the horse and a spot on his front leg. On the PRIEST stone the measurements included,
Patagonia to San Pedro River, Harshaw Creek to San Pedro River, Tucson Mountain to San Pedro
River, Picacho to Safford Peak, Santa Cruz River to San Pedro River, and Harshaw Creek to
Babocomari. I made the same measurements on a topographic map and compared the results. The
HORSE stone to topographic map measurements were encouraging as the results showed a vertical to
horizontal scale ratio close to 1:1 (one mile in the vertical was equal to one mile in the horizontal
direction on both maps) for all measurements indicating a high probability that the objects we had
made assumptions about could be the objects on the topographic map. The PRIEST stone to
topographic measurements results showed a vertical to horizontal scale ratio close to 3:2 for all
measurements indicating a discrepancy and that the objects we had made assumptions about were not
the objects on the topographic map; however, the fact that all objects had the same 3:2 ratio instead of a
random pattern of ratios (e.g. 3:1, 2:3, 1:4,...) was strange and a latter development was able to
reconcile this. So, initially, the hypothesis for the HORSE stone was accepted and the hypothesis for
the PRIEST stone was rejected until further information allowed us to accept it.
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(4) In the process of expanding the hypothesis about the HORSE stone, we realized that the two “3"
symbols referred to the latitude of the junction of the Gila River and San Pedro River (the nose of the
horse) which has an exact latitude of 33 degrees North.

Figure 16

HORSE Stone illustrating LATITUDE indication

and that the longitude was indicated if the form of “rock incorporation” where the placement of the
nose of the horse was used to give this information which was 270 degrees east using a Spanish
reference point at the suggested time the tablets were created.

Figure 17 HORSE Stone showing possible LONGITUDE Definition
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(5) With the work performed in 1988-1990 a hypothesis was developed which not only tied all the
tablets together showing their interconnection:

Figure 18 Geophysical alignment of “cross” symbol
but also the development of an appreciation for the overall accuracy of the “document”. This new
found appreciation allowed the further decipherment of the areas which had not been explored. These
findings can be found in the collection of essays on Doug Stewart’s web site:
http://www.lost-dutchman.com/
It is interesting how a hypothesis can take on a life of its own and grow from a simple opinion. While I
presently spend little time researching the Tablets, I do periodically reflect upon some unanswered
question such as:
(1) Are the Tablets a fake? None of the research we have performed thus far answers this question! The
Tablets are still a single object with no firm provenance. All our research has possibly shown is that
while they may be fakes they are “good” fakes.
(2) Why were they found where they are purported to have been accidently found just outside the
Superstition Mountain in a location where one would probably have needed a map to find them?
(3) Why did the Author of the Tablets carve a “heart cavity” and a “heart” to represent the Superstition
Mountain.
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(4) Why did the Author of the Tablets carve the term “BEREDA” (generally spelt VEREDA - path) in
the sentence:
ESTA BEREDA ES Peligrosa (this trail is dangerous)
Why not use the much more general terms RASTRO (trail) or SENDERO(path)! From what I can find
out, BEREDA is used in the sense of a personal or private path and illustrated by the example that
Hector told me. He said “Suppose we are friends and I live on the top of a hill and you live at the
bottom of the hill just below me. There is a long winding road connecting our houses but we see each
other often and don’t want to travel along the road so we make a small path between our houses. In this
case you would use the word VEREDA to describe the “path”.
(5) What was the scratched out information above the 1847 carved in the base of the priest on the
PRIEST stone ?

Figure 19 Scratched area & 1847 at base of priest
It’s possible to make out what could be a “1" and a “7" and two other numbers. If both of these
symbols are dates what do they represent? A 17NN would represent a period during the Spanish
control of the area and 1847 would be during the transition period from Mexican control to American
control.
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(6) What does the “5" and five dots represent on the HORSE stone? These symbols are not addressed
in our hypothesis and they appear to be something north of the Salt River.

Figure 20 5 & five dots on HORSE stone
Does the “5" refer to a fifth undiscovered map and the dots represent mining districts? On the PRIEST
stone, there is what appears to be a numerical reference to the present stones with the HEART stone
referred to as “4".
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I was going to end this essay pointing out one of subtle features on the Tablets which has not been
explained by our hypothesis and develop a “hypothetical” hypothesis as an example of the process of
hypothesis creation. The example is what we considered a small carving error on the THREE stone and
is not included in our present hypothesis and is shown in the following figure:

Figure 21 Small carving error to left of arrow.
This feature does not appear to have any interpretive value but that does not mean that it doesn’t. I was
going to suggest a hypothesis about it that went something like this:
During the discussion on our research at the Casa Grande Ruins, I implied that the location of the
buried object could be found with the aid of the directions on the THREE stone to within a few feet.
But in reality we found the buried object with (1) the aid of a surveyor, (2) the aid of an infrared
photograph, and (3) a expert with a sophisticated GPR machine. Could someone prior to the 18th or 19th
century interpret and follow the direction to that degree of accuracy to find a small spot in the desert?
Could one follow a sight line between the Casa Grande Ruin and Grayback Mountain about one quarter
of a mile and not drift even a little to one side or the other? Could one find the alignment suggested by
the symbol representing the Superstition Mountain, Walker Butte and Cholla Mountain
to the accuracy required?
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Then I was going to leave the reader with the possible hypothesis that perhaps the carving error was not
an error but perhaps represented an Mesquite tree in the vicinity from which one could pace off a
distance to the buried object. I was going to point out that this possibility might have merit because the
symbol does fall on the sight line between the Casa Grande sight line symbol and Grayback Mountain
as shown in the following figure:

Figure 23 carving error on Grayback Mountain sight line
Then I was going to leave the reader with an open question about hypothesis development and the need
for hypothesis testing and finally end the essay with a picture that Don Stillman took during the
research effort:

Figure 24 Richard Robinson by Mesquite tree.
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However, I also found the following photo which I have highlighted:

Figure 25 Buried object, Mesquite & Walker Butte alignment

Note that there is a Mesquite tree - in perfect alignment - a short distance away between the buried
object and the Walker Butte alignment. A distance that could be easily and accurately paced off
without the aid of our equipment if indeed that “carving error” was not a carving error and we knew
how to find out the distance to be paced off!
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But three anomalies were found along the Casa Grande and Grayback Mountain sight line, what about
the other two? Can the hypothesis be expanded to include them? Yes, the second anomaly is about 60
feet east of the first anomaly and it could “hypothetically” use the same Mesquite tree and use an
alignment point (#2) suggested in the following Figure:

Figure 26 Suggested alignment points.

Ok, and can the third anomaly be included in the present hypothesis? Of course, the third anomaly is
located 260 feet east of the first anomaly close to the end of the 400 foot sight line we marked off
during our Casa Grande research. The east end point of the sight line was selected because it was
beyond the point where the beginning of the Superstition Mountain could still be seen to the west of
Walker Butte. So let’s suggest that there is a Mesquite tree nearby (our research records says that there
is one about 15 feet west of the anomaly) which can be used to isolate the anomaly location using
Alignment #2 in the previous figure except now it is used to indicate an alignment where the
Superstition Mountain starts to disappear behind Walker Butte. Now this alignment hypothesis is a
hypothesis with no substantiated data to support it; so, I guess there is some hypothesis testing to do on
our “hypothetical” hypothesis!
Richard Robinson, May 29, 2014
Rewrite: September 1, 2014
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